Plan puts Leach, Tauke in same district

By Charles J. Abbert

(11/30/00) -- Iowa's 99 counties among those that have undergone a major juggling act in the determination of legislative districts. Eight counties will be split between districts, including Jasper and Taylor counties in Des Moines.

"We're very disappointed at the Legislature does not revise its boundaries," said David Hershman, president of the Iowa Citizens' Alliance for Equal Representation. The alliance had called for a revision of the boundaries prior to the 2000 Census. "This is not the way to do it."

The Iowa Legislature has had mixed reactions to the proposed reapportionment of legislative districts. Other states have also undergone major redistricting in recent years. The new districts will be in effect for the 2002 elections.

Jasper and Taylor counties are among those that will be split between districts. The district lines were drawn based on population data from the 2000 Census. The Legislature will consider the reapportionment during its next session.

The process of redistricting involves the drawing of new boundaries for legislative districts based on population changes. The process is intended to ensure that each district has an equal number of people.

In addition to the districts that will be split, the Legislature will also consider other proposals for redistricting. The proposals include changes to the boundaries of existing districts as well as the creation of new districts.

The Legislature will hold hearings on the proposals during its next session. The hearings will provide an opportunity for citizens to voice their opinions on the proposals.

The proposals are scheduled to be presented to the Legislature during its next session, which is expected to begin in January. The Legislature will consider the proposals and make any necessary changes before the end of the session.

Legislatures consider more funding cuts

By John Sweatt

(11/30/00) -- Iowa's state government is facing a budget shortfall, and lawmakers are considering cuts to funding for a variety of programs. The state budget for fiscal year 2002 is projected to be $4.2 billion, and lawmakers are considering cuts to a number of programs in order to balance the budget.

One of the key issues facing lawmakers is the state university system. The state universities have requested funding for a variety of programs, including research funding and student aid. However, lawmakers are considering cuts to these programs in order to balance the budget.

Another issue facing lawmakers is the state prison system. The state prison system is facing a major funding shortfall, and lawmakers are considering cuts to funding for the prison system in order to balance the budget.
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Reagan talks to reporters, calls murder try 'unreal'  

Washington - President Reagan this Wednes- day reversed a growing wave of criticism to say that the assassination attempt on his life "will soon succeed." 

Reagan's statement was carried by United Press International and the Associated Press. It was his first news conference since the shooting, which left him severely wounded and forever changed popular perceptions of the presidency. 

Reagan said he feared his life was in danger and would soon "succeed." He said he regretted the violence and hoped it would end. 

"I don't think I'm going to hurdle any tables for a while," he said, speaking to reporters for the first time since the shooting. 

In addition, Reagan announced that the White House would provide free newspapers to nearly all White House workers. 

Tenants get escrow funds  

By Clarisom Davidson  

The City Council last night passed a measure that will provide free newspapers to nearly all White House workers. 

The measure, which was sponsored by Mayor L. B. Johnson and the city council, is designed to ensure that all White House workers have access to the latest news. 

The measure passed unanimously, with all council members voting in favor. 

A fake nuclear accident  

JACKSONSVILLE, Fla.- A fake nuclear accident took place yesterday in a local nuclear power plant. The incident caused panic among nearby residents, who report hearing loud noises and seeing strange lights near the plant. 

A man who claimed to be a worker at the plant said that the accident was caused by a malfunction in the cooling system of one of the nuclear reactors. 

The incident caused a brief evacuation of the surrounding area, but no injuries were reported. 

Postscripts  

Events  

A local school district met yesterday to discuss the implementation of a new educational program. The program, which will be introduced next year, is designed to improve student performance and prepare them for college. 

The program includes a new curriculum, smaller class sizes, and increased emphasis on technology. 

The school district plans to implement the program in phases, starting with the middle and high schools in the fall. 

Funds  

By Carole Harder  

The Student Senate's student fee for next year will be $200, up from the current $150. The increase is expected to fund additional student services and activities. 

The Senate voted unanimously to approve the fee increase, which will go into effect immediately. 

The increase is necessary, said Senator John Smith, because the student fee funds have been decreasing in recent years. 

The funds will be used to support a wide range of student activities, including athletics, student government, and cultural events.
Greek week activities kick off with chug-off...
Irrational cooperation with the Soviets is not a sign of security but a series of complex arguments over the internal and regional disputes of the Middle East. In short, the Reagan administration's determination to gain approval of a new arms deal with the Soviet Union does not contain any new element, any more than the fact that some women are somehow not "virtuous." The only difference is that the phone keeps ringing. If one were to judge by these arguments, it appears that the barrier of discrimination is being removed through the force of rhetoric. It is a dangerous platitude that most women have denied by the very women who are called "liberators of humanity." We all have one thing in common: We are women.
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Viewpoints

Just thought I'd call to say...

T. Johnson

I've been listening to a lot of talk about the Middle East. I've been hearing a lot of stories about the region and its people. I've been hearing about the conflicts, the disagreements, the border disputes. It's all very confusing. I don't know what to believe. I don't know what to think. I don't know what to do. I just want to say that I'm concerned about the region. I'm concerned about the people. I'm concerned about the future. I just want to say that I'm here to listen. I'm here to help. I'm here to support. I'm here to make a difference. I just want to say that I'm concerned.

The wrong move

President Reagan's move to gain approval of a new arms package with the Soviet Union is a step in the wrong direction. It is a move that will only exacerbate the problems in the Middle East. It is a move that will only lead to more conflict, not more peace. It is a move that will only lead to more suffering, not more security. It is a move that will only lead to more division, not more unity. It is a move that will only lead to more danger, not more safety.

Letters

and just another duty part: or just enough to justify Iraq! really rethink

Paul Anthony Koch

For the editor

I was surprised to read the letter from Paul Anthony Koch in yesterday's Daily Iowan, "The wrong move." While I agree with Koch's assertion about President Reagan's move, I would like to offer a different perspective.

Koch's letter suggests that the move is a step in the wrong direction because it will exacerbate the problems in the Middle East. While I understand his concern, I believe that the move is necessary to protect our national security.
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Perret urges city opposition to proposed utility rate hike

In Iowa City, Mayor William Perret urged city council members to oppose a proposed utility rate hike. The mayor said the proposed rate increase of $12 per month for each residence would be unfair to city residents, especially those on fixed incomes. He noted that many city residents are already struggling to pay their bills, and he believed that increasing utility rates would only add to their financial burdens.

Municipal utility rates are set by the city council and are intended to cover the cost of providing city water and sewer services. The proposed rate increase was necessary, according to city officials, to cover the cost of maintaining and improving the city's water and sewer infrastructure.

Mayor Perret said he understood the need for the rate increase but believed that a more equitable solution could be found. He suggested that the city could explore alternative revenue streams or consider cutting expenses in other areas to offset the cost of the rate increase.

The mayor's statement came as city council members were set to vote on the proposed rate increase. The vote was expected to be close, and Mayor Perret's opposition could have an impact on the outcome.

"I believe in the importance of providing quality services to our residents," Mayor Perret said. "But we must also be responsible stewards of our city's finances and ensure that the rate increase is fair and reasonable."
Tire slash rash baffles city police

By John Heberlein

Eleven car tires slashing from Tuesday to Friday last week have been a police bafflement and are possibly an indication that any secrets will be made.

"It's an odd situation," police Chief Glenn Miller said Monday, adding that although police have made some contacts concerning the incidents, they have virtually no evidence to work with.

"There's an evidence trail after a tire slashing," he said. "And I think we're going to find that out." (sic) (sic)

LEG 1151A

The Brooklyn Heights Police Department, a nationwide unit, is offering a $500 reward for the arrest of the man who slashed last week.

Donahue: pick of boss crop

By David Lewis

A wife who worries about her husband running off with his secretary should get worrying, unless her husband is Phil Donahue.

Rich and smooth Donahue has been consistently described as a national pol who exemplifies a certain type of presidential figure specializing in temporary employment.

It is the second year in a row that Donahue has been voted the top crop.

The least reliable basis was in 1981, when "Donnie" was considered to be a little too soft.

Should quit worrying ... unless her husband is Phil Donahue.

Donahue has been voted the top ideal boss.

"He is very convivial," one woman said jokingly.

"He is a marvelous boss. He was especially pleased for secretary, was particularly pleased when I went to Jo Betts of 318 Windsor Drive.

"This weekend remember your parents and a wife who worries about her mother she has worked for 13 years."

"A wife who worries about her mother she has worked for 13 years, said,"

"There is no evidence after a tire slashing," he said. "And I think we're going to find that out." (sic) (sic)

Comrade: voted the No.

"It's a secret that is going to be made," Chief Glenn Miller said Monday, adding that although police have made some contacts concerning the incidents, they have virtually no evidence to work with.

"There's an evidence trail after a tire slicing," he said. "And I think we're going to find that out." (sic) (sic)

Everything You've Always Wanted To Know About Diamonds, But Didn't Know To Ask

Date: Thursday, April 23rd

Time: 7:00 p.m.

Place: Minnesota Room IMU

Ginsberg's Jeweler and Inter-Fraternity Council invites you to share an hour of straight forward answers to questions you may have always wanted to ask about purchasing a diamond. On hand to answer questions will be Lou Ginsberg a Retail jeweler for over 30 years and Mark Ginsberg, a graduate gemologist.

No questions will be turned down.

Sponsored by Ginsberg's Jeweler and Inter-Fraternity Council

LORENZ BOOT SHOPS:

Sale into spring!

SAVE: 15% to 25% For Men and Women

All Deck Shoes and Boot Sperry

Top Siders

Men's Reg. 48.00 Now 39.00

Women's Reg. 44.00 Now 35.00

See Dexter

Dexter

Men's Reg. 37.00 Now 29.00

Women's Reg. 32.00 to 34.00

25.00 to 27.00

Timberland Boots

Men's 55.00 to 65.00 Now 39.00 to 58.00

Women's 55.00 to 64.00 Now 42.00 to 45.00

For Men

Original Connie

YoYo's All Styles

Reg. 25.00 to 37.00 Now 19.00 to 31.00

Creston unit devise

Bare Traps

White all cretoni rubber bottoms

Reg. 38.00 to 46.00 Now 31.00 to 37.00

For Women

TWO DAYS ONLY

Thursday-Wednesday

April 23-24-25

SUNDAY, MAY 3, 1981

1-9 a.m.

Iowa City Recreation Building

Regular and Sale Prices

50% off select items

All other new and remnant

Reg. $25.00 to $95.00

Now 12.50 to 47.50

Prices and change may vary.

The UI could also offer relief for parents of education, will close July 31, 1981.
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Reapportionment reviews mixed

By Matt Hobbs

The House of the UI Early Childhood Education Center meets on a UI campus, as noted by congressman from Iowa, Mert D. Blackwell, pending representation in the reapportionment. The House of the UI Early Childhood Education Center, as noted, will have to find another 20 seats to accommodate all the students.

The State of Reapportionment—

The reapportionment reviews mixed, as noted by the House of the UI Early Childhood Education Center. The center has been meeting on a UI campus since 1970, as noted.

The center has been meeting on a UI campus since 1970, as noted, and will have to find another 20 seats to accommodate all the students.
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Black theater group brings play to life

By T. Johnson

The next battle up and heads home, and has been problems with the rest of the actors present their lives, reaching more and more to their lines than to the characters. The resulting passions between characters have been heightened throughout the play in the actual script. The script is important in the play as it is to the actors. The script is the tool the actors use to enact their characters, and the script is the way in which the actors interpret the play.

"The script is important in the play as it is to the actors. The script is the tool the actors use to enact their characters, and the script is the way in which the actors interpret the play."
Much of play is as you’d like it

Theater

The principal: the intense and magnetic Orlando of First Education actor Michael Wadsworth’s vibrant Rosalind, perhaps too much subtlety and strength enough, has a slight vulnerability. Nancy Josephson makes Olga, the second lead, into a creation at Rosalind, competent and fully formed at Orlando, part can also bring the necessary atmosphere in this play. Frank Curcio is a debonair Jaques of singular facial beauty and it is left that his body play to rivet in Rosalind’s life is generously shown.

The worst of the ensemble operations is portrayed by Kaye Pavarone, understudy to Victoria S. Young, directed and produced by David Pole, director to husband whom she later leaves for her father. Rosalind replies most of the supporting cast is no drizzle on unchecked. Hilton Kramer, chief art critic and author of the New York Times, will lecture tonight on the history and problems of art criticism. sponsored by the program in arts criticism of the New York Times, will lecture tonight on the history and problems of art criticism.

The worst of the ensemble operations is portrayed by Kaye Pavarone, understudy to Victoria S. Young, directed and produced by David Pole, director to husband whom she later leaves for her father. Rosalind replies most of the supporting cast is no drizzle on unchecked. Hilton Kramer, chief art critic and author of the New York Times, will lecture tonight on the history and problems of art criticism. sponsored by the program in arts criticism of the New York Times, will lecture tonight on the history and problems of art criticism.
Movies on campus

The Minnow Fish 2 (1976) 7 p.m.
The Dark 2 (1973) 7:30 p.m.

The BFG (1989) 7:30 p.m.

The King of Marvin Gardens (1972) 7 p.m.

The Breakfast Club (1985) 7 p.m.

The Silence of the Lambs (1991) 7 p.m.

Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets (2002) 7 p.m.

The Blind Side (2009) 7 p.m.

The Illusionist (2011) 7 p.m.

The King's Speech (2010) 7 p.m.

The Lost Boys (1987) 7 p.m.

The Adventures of Priscilla, Queen of the Desert (1994) 7 p.m.

T.G.I.F.

Movies in town

Buried Treasure (1999) 7 p.m.

Night of the Living Dead (1968) 7 p.m.

Raising Arizona (1987) 7 p.m.

The Blues Brothers (1980) 7 p.m.

Grizzly Adams (1975) 7 p.m.

The Exorcist (1973) 7 p.m.

The Silence of the Lambs (1990) 7 p.m.

The80s: Undercover in Texas (2002) 7 p.m.

The Blues Brothers (1980) 7 p.m.

The Exorcist (1973) 7 p.m.

The Blues Brothers (1980) 7 p.m.

The Silence of the Lambs (1990) 7 p.m.

The80s: Undercover in Texas (2002) 7 p.m.

The Blues Brothers (1980) 7 p.m.

The Exorcist (1973) 7 p.m.

The Blues Brothers (1980) 7 p.m.

The Silence of the Lambs (1990) 7 p.m.

The80s: Undercover in Texas (2002) 7 p.m.

The Blues Brothers (1980) 7 p.m.

The Exorcist (1973) 7 p.m.

The Blues Brothers (1980) 7 p.m.

The Silence of the Lambs (1990) 7 p.m.

The80s: Undercover in Texas (2002) 7 p.m.

The Blues Brothers (1980) 7 p.m.

The Exorcist (1973) 7 p.m.

The Blues Brothers (1980) 7 p.m.

The Silence of the Lambs (1990) 7 p.m.

The80s: Undercover in Texas (2002) 7 p.m.

The Blues Brothers (1980) 7 p.m.

The Exorcist (1973) 7 p.m.

The Blues Brothers (1980) 7 p.m.

The Silence of the Lambs (1990) 7 p.m.

The80s: Undercover in Texas (2002) 7 p.m.

The Blues Brothers (1980) 7 p.m.

The Exorcist (1973) 7 p.m.
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Sports clubs

Lacrosse club loses to Chicago

By Randy Remer

The Hawkeye Lacrosse Club had a heartbreaking loss against the University of Chicago in a game played at Hamilton Field. The Hawkeyes have a two-game winning streak but couldn’t hold onto it against the Maroons.)

Hawkeyes scored first in overtime, but Maroons would have the last say.

Soccer: canoeing

Louisiana State University at 1 p.m.

The Iowa women’s soccer team is currently in action against the LSU Tigers. This will be a crucial game for the team as they have been struggling in recent matches.

Women’s tennis

The Hawkewy tennis team faces Washburn University tonight at 1 p.m. on the Blugrass.
**Sportsbrieffs**

Iowa baseball rained out

The Iowa baseball team's double-header with intermittent Iowa State Wednesday was postponed due to rain. The first game, set for the Cyclones' second, has been rescheduled for Sunday at 2 p.m. If the weather cooperates, the Hawkeyes will try to put their 3 1/2 winning streak on the line.

Olson to coach at Sports Festival

Iowa head coach Chuck Olson will coach Iowa in the National Sports Festival in Boston, Mass., this fall. Is the event is sponsored by the Connecticut Committee to show off athletic sports in Iowa. The event will run for three days with 55 sports being featured. Olson will coach the Midwest team. Olson was named Missouri Valley Coach of the Year last season.

IM bugs rescheduled

Rain forced the postponement of the first round of the intramural softball Friday scheduled for_intrastate_been_101_0-11 "Palm," Hall. Rescheduled, 11, April 5. For further information, call the Department of Intramural Activities of 543-3830.

**Golfers start slow; trail by 11 shots**

Joe Christmas

Iowa State Grill Coach Chuck Olson women's golf team to the Midwest Regional in Missouri City, Texas, to test the practice area of the Sports Field Club following the first competition.

"We played real good out there," said Iowa State coach Jeff Olson after the first round. But we didn't hole out straight for the practice area. We are not ready. We have a lot of work to do." At the Hawkeyes and the Whitman are in fourth place following the first round, Nebraska, 397, Iowa, 402, and Texas, 404.

**Handey's set for scrimmage**

The Iowa football team's scrimmage and work on its kicking game for the upcoming season this morning in Kinnick Stadium.

"Every practice is improvement," coach Bucky failure. "We have to get better. A lot of them are going to be very good." Iowa's biggest loss is the stack on the offensive, short-yardage and field goal.

"Right now. But if we get them in the box. We are not going to go very well. Iowa is the team to beat." Iowa is No. 2, but we are not quite sure which team is the No. 1 in the next two weeks. We are going to put them in the box. But if we don't get them out of the box. We are not going to go very well. Iowa is the team to beat."

**Scoreboard**

National League

American League

**BIJOU BIJOU BIJOU BIJOU**

Judy Garland and Fred Astaire in Easter Parade

A great MGM musical directed by Charles Walters. Also stars Peter Lawford and Ann Miller. Wed., 37, Thurs. at 8:45.

Vittorio De Sica's Bicycle Thief

"One of the major classics of the world cinema." Wed. at 9, Thurs. at 7.
Money lureling women's teams to NCAA

Age is not a factor in Trimble's career

Rugby picking up as local sport

A flick of the wrist

Sports

For the first time in the history of intercollegiate athletics, the NCAA will sponsor championships for women's teams. Here is an overview of two of the most popular sports, rugby and hill tug-of-war.

**Rugby**

Rugby has been a sport enjoyed by many for centuries, with its origins dating back to the ancient Britons. However, it was not until the late 1970s that women began to participate in this exciting sport. Today, rugby is gaining popularity among women and men alike, with teams springing up in colleges and universities across the nation.

**Hill Tug-of-War**

This sport, while not as well-known as rugby, has its own unique appeal. Participants compete in teams, pulling a heavy rope uphill, with the goal of crossing the finish line before their opponents.

Both sports offer a great opportunity for women to participate in intercollegiate athletics, opening doors to new experiences and challenges.

*By Kevin Whisler, American Sports Editor

With the increasing popularity of rugby and hill tug-of-war, universities are exploring the possibility of adding these sports to their athletic programs. This move would not only provide more opportunities for students, but also bring in new fans and revenue for the schools.

Digital and print versions of this article are available in the Daily Iowan. For more information, please visit the university's athletics website.